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Executive Summary

This deliverable describes data transformation tools, both having been developed and being under construction, for semantic lifting based on the predefined OBEU data model detailed in Deliverables 1.2, 1.3, 1.4. Semantic Lifting aims at adding ‘meaning’ or extra meta (semantics) to existing structured/semi-structured data following Linked Data principles and standard Semantic Web technologies. The aim is to be able to load and transform budget data, on the OpenBudgets.eu platform, from different source data formats to the RDF-based target data format developed in WP1. In order to do this, specific data transformation pipelines have been developed using the UnifiedViews and LinkedPipes ETL platforms. Moreover, a data transformation wizard is currently being deployed directly on the OpenSpending platform. A novel RDF ETL wizard is conceptualized and under development.

The general purpose RDF transformation platforms, UnifiedViews\(^1\), and its successor LinkedPipes ETL\(^2\), are used as the base for the development of tools specific for OBEU data transformation. Data transformation pipelines have been developed, which can transform large datasets into RDF format by running them at one of the two platforms. The creation of such pipelines which are dataset specific demands expert knowledge on the Semantic Web.

In order to allow users to upload datasets into the OBEU platform without expert knowledge in semantic web we aim at using a wizard. Throughout a few simple user interaction steps all information needed for a correct data transformation will be collected.

A data transformation wizard into the OpenSpending’s Fiscal Data Package (FDP) format has been developed for data import on the OpenSpending platform. It provides semantic lifting by adding meta-data to CSV datasets yet without incorporating standard Linked Data principles.

Following the same concept of the OpenSpending wizard for FDP data, another RDF data transformation wizard has been conceptualized and is currently under construction. This wizard collects favorite features of pipelines developed at UnifiedViews (as well as LinkedPipes ETL) and the wizard running at the OpenSpending platform.

\(^1\) [http://unifiedviews.eu](http://unifiedviews.eu)  
\(^2\) [http://etl.linkedpipes.com](http://etl.linkedpipes.com)
## Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>UnifiedViews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP-ETL</td>
<td>LinkedPipes ETL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>OpenSpending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETL</td>
<td>Extract, Transform, Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDP</td>
<td>Fiscal Data Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSD</td>
<td>Data Structure Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBEU</td>
<td>OpenBudgets.eu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>Resource Description Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESIF</td>
<td>European Structural and Investment Funds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 Introduction

This deliverable reports data transformation tools for Semantic Lifting of Multiformat Financial Data (Task 2.1). We start with testing two RDF conversion tools developed by the Charles University in Prague and UEP (OBEU partner): UnifiedViews and its successor LinkedPipes ETL. Both are open source tools developed for defining, executing, monitoring, scheduling, and sharing RDF data processing. Both provide graphical user interfaces to perform the ETL tasks, including the process of administration, debugging and monitoring. UnifiedViews has reached version 2.3.0 and is relatively mature in terms of stability.

UnifiedViews is a platform for general purpose of RDF transformation. A ETL data transformation tool is developed by creating Data Processing Units (DPU) as plugins of the platform. LinkedPipes ETL is the successor of UnifiedViews, developed based on experience with UnifiedViews, following the same paradigm as UnifiedViews. At the moment of writing this deliverable, it is still in an early developing stage, so DPU availability has not been as extensive as in UnifiedViews. Some DPUs in LinkedPipes are designed differently to the DPUs developed in UnifiedViews due to recently evolved standards such as CSV on the Web³.

Using these two platforms, we already developed over 40 pipelines (data transformation tools) which effectively transformed OBEU financial datasets in heterogeneous formats (e.g., XML, CSV) into the RDF format based on the data model and code lists defined in WP1.

However, there are some concerns regarding the use of UnifiedViews. First relating to performance, and second, relating to the extendability of the user interface. Though LinkedPipes ETL has a potential to solve these concerns, both of them require users to have some expertise in semantic web, for example, both might require users to be able to write SPARQL statements manually.

On other hand, a data upload wizard has been developed and tested. This wizard for OpenSpending promotes CSV dataset into FDP (Financial Data Package) format with user-friendly interfaces, and tested at the platform. This wizard does not require users to have technical expert knowledge.

It is desirable to have an RDF data transformation tool which is both powerful and not requiring expert knowledge in the field of semantic web. To this end, an RDF data transformation wizard is conceptualized and under construction. This wizard aims at transforming tabular-structured datasets, i.e. CSV, and tree-structured datasets, i.e., XML, into the OBEU RDF data format. The main idea of this wizard is that DSD (Data Structure Definition) files and code list files of the input datasets will be generated by mapping columns and data cells into predefined terms of the data model. Such a mapping is realized by selecting terms in data model defined in WP1 and choosing corresponding concepts in the dataset. After that, pipelines including SPARQL queries will be generated and executed by the backend of the wizard to transform the input datasets into the RDF format.

The rest of the deliverable is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the high-level architecture of RDF data transformation tools; Section 3 describes the pipelines developed at

³ https://www.w3.org/standards/techs/csv#w3c_all
UnifiedViews and LinkedPipes ETL platforms; Section 4 illustrates the data transformation wizard developed and equipped at the OpenSpending platform; and Section 5 conceptualizes a new RDF data transformation wizard, which is now under construction.

2 General Architecture of RDF Data Transformation

![General Architecture of RDF data transformation](image)

The general architecture RDF data transformation process is illustrated in Figure 1. From a raw dataset, we first generate an OBEU data structure definition, and code lists, if included in the dataset. Then the pipeline to transform the raw dataset into an RDF dataset is created. The OBEU data structure file, the code list files, and the transformed RDF dataset are files in RDF format, and will be pushed to the OBEU triple store.

At the UnifiedViews platform, users need to explicitly provide the data structure definition file, and write SPARQL statements to add meta-data information and to modify the transformed RDF dataset if necessary. We will explain this in Section 3 in detail.

For the OBEU platform, a user interaction layer is added as shown in Figure 2 that turns the ETL tool into a wizard, which will be described in detail in Section 5.
3 Pipelines in UnifiedViews and LinkedPipes ETL platforms

Both utilized tools, UnifiedViews\(^4\) and LinkedPipes ETL\(^5\), have installation instruction on their web pages. UnifiedViews does not include the DPUs upon installation, but its installation guide has extra instructions how to install UnifiedViews DPUs. LinkedPipes ETL includes the basic DPUs after the installation.

Financial datasets have different structures and formats. Therefore, customized transformation pipelines, which consist of DPUs and their interactions, are needed to retrieve the contained financial information from different datasets. In general, ETL pipelines for semantic lifting consist of several steps as follows: (1) downloading the dataset, (2) defining dataset properties (e.g. which fields from raw dataset consist of dimensions and measures) and data structure definition, (3) converting from its native format into RDF, (4) updating the RDF graph, (5) extracting code lists, (6) transforming the RDF graph into files and/or uploading the RDF graph into a triplestore and (7) generating metadata and storing it in the triplestore and a data catalog such as CKAN.

\(^{4}\) [https://grips.semantic-web.at/display/UDDOC/Installation+Guide](https://grips.semantic-web.at/display/UDDOC/Installation+Guide)

\(^{5}\) [http://etl.linkedpipes.com/](http://etl.linkedpipes.com/)
Previous deliverables in the OBEU project are related to this document. Deliverable D1.2 (Klímek et al. 2015a) and Deliverable D1.3 (Klímek et al. 2015b) elaborate on how both budget and spending datasets can be defined via Data Structure Definition (DSD) files. Deliverable D1.4 (Dudáš et al. 2015) provides an RDF semantic vocabulary for OBEU datasets. Readers are referred to these documents for further explanation of DSDs and vocabularies for OBEU.

### 3.1 Pipelines developed using the UnifiedViews Platform

We have developed more than 40 transformation pipelines to transform various data formats from several sources using the UnifiedViews platform. Two examples of transformation using UnifiedViews from these datasets are explained in this section. The first example is ESIF 2014 dataset transformation from CSV format into OBEU RDF format. The second example explains transformation of EU Budget 2014 dataset from XML format into OBEU RDF format.

#### 3.1.1. ESIF 2014-2020 CSV Pipeline

In this section, an example of pipeline construction for transforming CSV datasets into RDF is described. The ESIF dataset contains programs funded by five European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF). This dataset is available in several formats on the EU data portal.[6][7]

As the UnifiedViews' default installation has no Data Processing Unit (DPU), we need to install the required DPUs first in order to perform a transformation task in UnifiedViews. There are several DPUs involved in constructing the pipeline for transforming the ESIF CSV dataset into the OBEU RDF format. The list of required DPUs for ESIF tabular data transformation are provided in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DPU</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uv-e-filesDownload</td>
<td>Downloads files from external sources into the UnifiedViews platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-tabular</td>
<td>Maps table into RDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-TextHolder</td>
<td>Stores text files, can be used to hold Data Structure Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-filesToRdf</td>
<td>Converts RDF file to RDF in-memory model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-sparqlConstruct</td>
<td>Provides a way to execute a SPARQL Construct query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-sparqlUpdate</td>
<td>Provides a way to execute a SPARQL Update query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-graphMerger</td>
<td>Merges RDF graphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-rdfToFiles</td>
<td>Serializes an RDF from graph into a file</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

6 [http://ec.europa.eu/contracts_grants/funds_en.htm](http://ec.europa.eu/contracts_grants/funds_en.htm)
Table 1. List of required DPUs to transform CSV to RDF format

The pipeline flow in Figure 3 describes the conversion of the ESIF 2014-2020 dataset for the multi annual framework 2014 - 2020\(^8\). The DPU uv-e-filesDownload is utilized to download the datasets. In this DPU, a direct link to the dataset in CSV format is provided. The downloaded dataset is then converted from tabular CSV format into RDF using the DPU uv-t-tabular. In this step the tabular transformer maps the necessary columns in the dataset with semantic properties. The user provides the mapping using the interface of the DPU uv-t-tabular, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. ESIF datasets transformation pipeline.

\(^8\) http://ec.europa.eu/budget/mff/index_en.cfm
According to the provided mapping, the dataset is transformed to RDF. However, the result has to be improved. For example, it is required to set the value of the funds property to "<http://data.openbudgets.eu/resource/codelist/eu-funds/esf>" instead of "ESF" since ideally in RDF format, the value of dimension properties should be resources, i.e. non-literals, which is not the case when we transform the dataset from its native formats. Therefore we need to transform the values into referents by using SPARQL queries on the graph that has created using the uv-t-tabular DPU. To do this, we utilize the transformer DPU uv-t-sparqlConstruct and uv-t-sparqlUpdate. The DPU uv-t-sparqlConstruct is used for constructing new triples from generated RDF, such as constructing new IRIs for funds, administrative classification and functional classification from the string literals provided in the dataset. The screenshot in Figure 5 provides a SPARQL query to construct IRIs for those dimensions from the corresponding literals in the dataset by adding the respective prefix.

---

Figure 5. Construct query to form IRIs in some properties.

The DPU `uv-t-sparqlUpdate` is required to insert information about the dataset. We need to provide a link to the DSD and specify the property values which are valid for the whole dataset, i.e., that the dataset amount measures are provided in *Euro* currency, the *European Union* is the budgetary unit and the operation character is *expenditure* in this case. The information is *attached* to the dataset instead of a single observation (or row in tabular terms) via a SPARQL query. A screenshot is provided in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Attaching additional information for the whole dataset.

Meanwhile, the data structure definition (DSD) which has been created separately is imported into UnifiedViews using the e-TextHolder DPU, as shown in Figure 7. The DSD is necessary to provide structural information regarding the dataset. The DPU `uv-t-filesToRdf` converts the DSD into RDF, which will be merged with the output of `uv-t-tabular` by the `uv-t-rdfMerger` DPU. Finally, the DPU `uv-t-rdfToFiles` stores the merged RDF graph containing both DSD and dataset into an RDF serialization format.
Financial datasets usually contain code lists. These code lists may already be available due to previous extraction and transformation steps\(^\text{10}\) (Ioannidis et al. 2015), but otherwise should be extracted at the beginning of the ETL process. The ESIF dataset contains code lists that are not yet available from other datasets, therefore, we need to extract these code lists from the raw ESIF dataset. The code lists in the ESIF dataset include EU funded sub-programs along with their labels, EU subprogram objectives for functional classification, and member states for administrative classification. The extracted code lists are then interlinked with other code lists containing similar concepts. This interlinking, which later provides better analytics features among the datasets, is also part of the OBEU project and available as Deliverable D1.9 (Ioannidis et al. 2016). The code lists are available both from Github\(^\text{11}\) or readily available externally, such as one provided by the EU publication office\(^\text{12}\).

To extract the ESIF code lists, separate pipelines are developed. An example pipeline for extracting the functional classification is given in the Figure 8.

---

\(^{10}\) [https://github.com/openbudgets/Code-lists](https://github.com/openbudgets/Code-lists)

\(^{11}\) [https://github.com/openbudgets/linksets/](https://github.com/openbudgets/linksets/)

We use similar DPUs as in Figure 3 here, but a different pipeline is created. In the *uv-t-tabular* DPU, now a new mapping between the columns and RDF properties is described. Both SPARQL queries in *uv-t-sparqlConstruct* and *uv-t-sparqlUpdate* are updated to adapt with code list extraction requirements. The resulting transformed RDF data and the UnifiedViews pipeline for the ESIF 2014 dataset can be found on Github\(^{13}\).

Another example of semantic data lifting is the transformation of the Aragon Municipality Budget dataset from CSV data format to RDF. The transformation pipeline is similar to Figure 3. However, the details on the mapping and SPARQL queries are customized, so is the code list transformation.

### 3.1.2. EU Budget 2014 XML Pipeline

Another dataset that has been transformed into RDF is European Budget 2014\(^{14}\). The dataset is available in XML format and hence provides another use case for transformation

---

pipelines. Table 2 provides required DPUs for transforming EU Budgets data from XML format into RDF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DPU</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uv-e-filesDownload</td>
<td>Downloads files from external source into the UnifiedViews platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-unzipper</td>
<td>Uncompress files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-filesFilter</td>
<td>Filters files based on their names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-xslt</td>
<td>Performs XSL transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-filesToRdf</td>
<td>Converts RDF files to an in-memory RDF model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-rdfGraphMerger</td>
<td>Merges RDF graphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-l-rdfToVirtuoso</td>
<td>Loads RDF to Virtuoso server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-t-rdfToFileS</td>
<td>Serializes an RDF from graph into a file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uv-l-filesUpload</td>
<td>Uploads file specified URI, can also be used to upload into local location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-DatasetMetadata</td>
<td>Provides metadata about the dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-DistributionMetadata</td>
<td>Provides metadata about dataset distribution, such as URL of SPARQL Endpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-CKANodcz</td>
<td>Load the dataset into CKAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. List of required DPUs to transform XML to RDF format.

The detailed pipeline for EU Budget data transformation is available in Figure 9. In this figure, the DPU `uv-t-unzipper` decompresses the file downloaded from the EU Open Data website. The decompressed files are then filtered using regular expressions specified in the DPU `uv-t-filesFilter`. In the DPU `uv-t-xslt`, the user needs to specify the XSL template for further processing. Later, the DPU `uv-t-filesToRdf` provides an ‘RDF data unit’ from the output of the previous DPU `uv-t-xslt`. Meanwhile, the DSD for this transformation is provided via URL in the DPU `uv-e-filesDownload`. This DSD is then transformed into an RDF data unit using DPU `uv-t-filesToRDF` (as in the ESIF CSV pipeline). The resulting RDF data and the DSD are then merged into one graph via the DPU `uv-t-rdfGraphMerger`, and uploaded into Virtuoso server via the DPU `uv-l-rdfToVirtuoso`. The merged graph is serialized using the `uv-t-rdfToFileS` DPU. Here the user provides the RDF serialization format and a filename for the result of the transformation. This file is then uploaded to a specific URL by using the `uv-l-filesUpload` DPU. After this process is done, the `uv-t-rdfGraphMerger` DPU is
run. Metadata about the dataset and the dataset distribution are provided. This is done via the DPUs E-DatasetMetadata and E-DistributionMetadata, respectively. The result is then loaded into a triple store via the DPU uv-l-rdfToVirtuoso, to CKAN API via the DPU L-CKANOdcz and into a file via the DPU uv-l-filesUpload.

Figure 9. Transformation of EU Budgets 2014 XML dataset into OBEU RDF.

3.2 Pipelines developed using the LinkedPipes ETL Platform

The UnifiedViews platform is quite limited when it comes to integration with other software and UI customization due to lack of APIs and the tight integration of its backend and frontend parts. Based on the experience gathered from usage and support of UnifiedViews, LinkedPipes ETL (LP-ETL) was implemented. It focuses on better integration using well defined open APIs, advanced debugging support for complex and long running pipelines and last but not least a nicer, more user friendly interface. It is also more lightweight as it only requires Java 8 for backend and Node.js for frontend, MySQL and Apache Tomcat are not used.

The UnifiedViews pipeline for the ESIF dataset can be re-implemented at LinkedPipes ETL platform, as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10. LinkedPipes ETL Pipeline for ESIF 2014-2012 Dataset.

While the pipeline looks and functions similar to the one developed at UnifiedViews platform, LinkedPipes ETL offers better debugging functionality. First of all, this pipeline produces an RDF file, and does not load it anywhere. In contrast to UnifiedViews, to get the file we had to login to the server via SSH and search the file system for the file due to missing debug functionality for files. In LinkedPipes ETL, this file is directly accessible. Another appealing feature, which was not possible at the UnifiedViews platform, is graphical debugging support. The user can see where his pipeline failed in a graphical manner, fix it, and resume from the point of failure, as shown in Figure 11. The red DPU is the failed one and the green ones are the ones that were executed OK. When the failed one is fixed, LinkedPipes ETL does not run the green components again and continues to execute only the ones actually needed.

Figure 11. Visual debugging in LinkedPipes-ETL
Pipelines in LinkedPipes are saved as a JSON-LD RDF serialization, which is more friendly and easier to both produce and consume than the format used in the relational database at the UnifiedViews platform.

The library of components is documented on the LinkedPipes ETL web and covers all the basic DPUs of UnifiedViews. In addition, UnifiedViews DPUs can be quite easily rewritten to LP-ETL components, the hardest part being the rewrite of the DPU configuration dialog, which instead of Vaadin uses Angular Material.

For the EU Budget 2014 datasets, the transformation pipeline for LinkedPipes is shown in Figure 12. This pipeline is conceptually the same as the UnifiedViews pipeline shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 12. LinkedPipes ETL Pipeline for EU Budget 2014 Dataset.](image.png)

### 3.3 List of Transformed Datasets

The following dataset groups have been already transformed into the RDF format.

- **EU Budget 2014** (XML → RDF)
- **ESIF 2014-2020** (CSV → RDF)
- **Aragon Budget** (CSV → RDF)
- **Greek municipalities (Athens & Thessaloniki)** (CSV → RDF)

The link provided also contains the pipeline files that can be loaded into the UnifiedViews installation.

---

16 [http://etl.linkedpipes.com/components](http://etl.linkedpipes.com/components)
17 [https://vaadin.com](https://vaadin.com)
18 [https://material.angularjs.org](https://material.angularjs.org)
4 The FDP Data Transformation Wizard

In Section 3, we described two data-transformation tools, which require users to manually write out DSD (Data Structure Definition) files, code list files, and SPARQL query statements. For non-technical domain experts, it might be inconvenient. In this section, we will illustrate a data-transformation prototype wizard developed by our Open Knowledge\(^\text{19}\) colleagues. This prototype provides user-friendly interfaces to transform CSV files into FDP (Fiscal Data Package) files, by selecting or adding information to columns. The first user interface is illustrated in Figure 13.

![Figure 13. The start page of the wizard](image)

**Figure 13. The start page of the wizard**

Installation instruction of the up-to-date version can be found in the “Setting up the development environment” section at https://github.com/openspending/openspending.

Four steps are needed to create a financial data package from a CSV file: (1) providing a CSV dataset; (2) describing the dataset; (3) providing metadata information; and (4) confirming and downloading the created FDP datapackage.

**Step 1 Providing a CSV dataset**

Users have two ways to select a CSV dataset file: either upload a file from their local machine, or provide the URL of the file, as illustrated in Figure 13.

\(^{19}\) https://okfn.org/
The system will automatically check whether there are any errors in the provided raw dataset, e.g. duplicated lines or column mismatching. Users have to correct these errors before proceeding to the next step as illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14. The system identified errors in a CSV file, and asked users to view

For the dataset in Figure 14, there is an error. If we click 'Click here', a detailed error message will appear, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Error report appears during the data providing step

As this dataset is provided through a web-link, users have to download the dataset, correct the errors on their local computer, and upload the error-free dataset to the system.

Step 2 Describing the dataset

After an error-free CSV dataset is uploaded, a user-friendly interface will be provided to describe all columns of the dataset. To help users understand meanings of columns, the system will list several data lines as samples, as shown in Figure 16.
## 1. Step 2. Describe Your Data

### Sample of data (3 rows)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COD_LOCALE_PROGETTO</th>
<th>CUP</th>
<th>DPS_TITOLO_PROGETTO</th>
<th>QSN_COD_PRIORITA</th>
<th>QSN_DESCRIZIONE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10ABF11J1000330007</td>
<td>F11J1000330007</td>
<td>ATTUAZIONE DI RIFORME DEI SISTEMI DI ISTRUZIONE E DI FORMAZIONE AL FINE DI SVILUPpare L'OCCUPABILITÀ - PIANO 2009-2010-2011 PERSONALE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Miglioramento delle risorse um.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16. The structure of an uploaded CSV file is shown with 3 rows as sample

Column information includes a description of the column, data type, and concept, as illustrated in Figure 17.

Four data types are introduced: *string*, *number*, *integer*, and *any* and six concepts: *Amount*, *Date/Time*, *Entity*, *Classification*, *Location*, and *Activity*.

A non-digit string can be of an instance in the concepts of *Entity*, *Classification*, *Location*, or *Activity*. The difference between *number* and *integer* type is that *number* type includes *integer* and *float* numbers. An integer value can be of an instance in the concepts of *Amount*, *Date/Time*, *Entity*, *Classification*, *Location*, *Activity*. A non-integer number will refer to an instance in the concepts of *Amount*, *Entity*, *Classification*, *Location*, *Activity*. Candidate data types and candidate concepts of a column are inferred from the sample values of this columns. The default candidate data types of a column are *string* and *any*, as illustrated in Figure 18. The default candidate concepts of a column are *Entity*, *Classification*, *Location*, *Activity*, as illustrated in Figure 19.

For the *Amount* column, users are required to choose the currency (for example EURO), direction (either expenditure or revenue), and phase (proposed, approved, adjusted, or executed), and describe the factor (default is 1).

Users must set at least an *Amount* and a *Date / Time* of two columns, to move on to Step 3.
You should map at least an Amount and a Date/Time to continue.

**Figure 17. An interface to describe column information**

**Figure 18. Candidate data types of columns**

**Figure 19. Candidate concepts are inferred from the sample value of the column**
Step 3 Providing metadata information

At Step 3, users are required to provide meta information of the dataset, e.g., name of the data package, location, period, as illustrated in Figure 20.

![User interface for Metadata](image)

Figure 20. User interface for Metadata

Step 4 Confirming and Downloading

At Step 4, users have the chance to confirm the input and download the metadata package, as illustrated in Figure 21. At the time of writing this deliverable, the function of publishing this dataset is still under construction.

![Confirmation/Download of a generated FDP dataset](image)

Figure 21. Confirmation/Download of a generated FDP dataset
5 Towards An RDF Data Transformation Wizard

In this section, we conceptualize an RDF data transformation tool by blending the “nice” parts of the tools described in Section 3 and the wizard presented in Section 4. The “nice” part of Section 3 is creating pipelines for data transformation. The un-attractive part is that users may need to write explicitly DSDs and SPARQL queries for code list extraction and dataset transformation process. The “nice” part of Section 4 is the idea of using a wizard to collect mapping and metadata information and the rest is carried out by the backend of the wizard. Users do not need to know the technical structure. To cover the un-attractive part of the pipeline method, we will develop a data-transformation wizard, with which sufficient data information can be collected so that DSD creation, code list extraction, and the RDF data transformation can be carried by the backend.

The main workflow can be described as follows: (1) load a raw dataset; (2) select and map columns of the dataset to predefined OBEU dimensions which can be selected from a list; (3) specify code list included or used in the dataset; (4) check and save the result of the transformation which has been done at the backend using a generated DSD, a generated pipeline and possibly extracted code lists based on the previous steps; and (5) go back to (2) for the next tabular data structure in the raw dataset, or push all the results into the RDF triple-store. As it is a wizard, it is possible at each step to go back to the earlier step, e.g. if it is necessary to correct something in the previous step.
Step 1 Load a raw dataset

The user (a domain expert on financial data) selects a dataset to be uploaded and provides a title for the dataset (like eu-budget-2014). In addition, it is possible to give a description on the dataset. Because of the slight difference in the budget/spending data model, the user specifies at the beginning whether it is budget or spending data. This way, the wizard can better support the user in the following mapping steps. A help button will be provided to guide the user in the decision. The initial user interface in illustrated in Figure 22.

The backend of this step is to extract data contents from the dataset. A tree-structured dataset, e.g. XML file, may contain several data-tables. We will extract them out, and structure them into a list. If the raw dataset is CSV dataset, this list will have only one data-table. For each data-table in the list, we can re-use tools of the prototype wizard for structural checking. If passed, a DSD-specific namespace will be automatically generated based on the given title and we can move on the next step, as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 22: Initial user interface for data upload
Step 2 Map Columns to OBEU Components

In this step, a graphical interface will be prompted to collect information for each column of the current CSV dataset. Possible component properties, i.e., *dimensions*, *measures*, and *attributes*, will be listed, so that the user can select easily. For a budget dataset, the mandatory components are *budgetary unit*, *fiscal period*, *amount*, and *currency*. For a spending dataset, the mandatory components are *organization*, *operation character*, *date*, *amount*, *currency* (*attribute*). Information in this step shall be sufficient to generate component properties of the corresponding DSD.

The user can choose which columns (components) will form the Data Structure Definition. In case that a CSV dataset has more than one DSD, users are able to specify each of them.

The usage of the wizard should be simple, straightforward and self-explanatory. Especially, the user should be able to proceed without any knowledge on the OBEU data format. Naming policy will be used for generation OBEU data format.

In this step, we shall collect all necessary information for automatically generating data structure definitions (*qb:DataStructureDefinition*) and the component properties as an RDF file in Turtle serialization (*xxx-components.ttl*). Naming policy will be created,
so that user friendly terms can be automatically translated into the machine readable codes in the RDF formats.

**Step 3 Map to existing code lists**

![Figure 24. Interface for Code List Extraction](image)

This step will continue the information collection with a focus on code lists, so that these can be generated automatically. A user interface will be prompted for those dimensions that contain code lists as specified in the previous step, as illustrated in Figure 24. Under certain conditions, we can use a LinkedPipes ETL pipeline to extract a code list, for example, the functional classification in the ESIF dataset, where the codes are given with labels and comments in different columns. Also users shall be able to mark explicitly if the code lists contain narrower/broader relations among columns.

Some columns (dimensions) have predefined data contents. For example, *operation character dimension* has some predefined data contents: *expenditure*, *financing*, and *revenue*. If a column is *operation character dimension*, users shall be mark its data as one of the *expenditure*, *financing*, and *revenue*. 
At the end of the mapping process, the user is presented a summary and can check the identified components. An example is given in Figure 25.

**Figure 25. Mapping Summary for Checking and Confirmation**

The information provided so far shall be complete for automatically generate the whole DSD file (xxx-dsd.ttl), which includes metadata properties (xxx-metadata.ttl), code lists (xxx-codelists.ttl), and component properties (xxx-components.ttl). Based on these, the transformation pipeline including SPARQL construct/update statement will be automatically generated and executed to transform the current CSV dataset into RDF format.

**Step 4 Check and Save the Result**

The result will be presented to the users, to check whether the result is correct. If no errors are found, the result will be saved locally.

If the raw dataset is a tree-structured, it may contain several tabular-structured datasets, the wizard will move to Step 2 for the next tabular-structured dataset. Otherwise, move on to Step 5.

**Step 5 Push to RDF Triple Store**

All locally saved results are pushed into the RDF Triple store.
6 Conclusion and Future Work

This deliverable mainly summarizes the experimental work on developing data transformation tools, in particular pipelines development using UnifiedViews and LinkedPipes ETL, and testing the data transformation wizard. Based on these efforts, we conceptualized a wizard for data transformation, which aims at providing user-friendly interfaces to transform tabular-structured datasets (e.g., CSV) and tree-structured (e.g., XML) datasets into RDF format. This work is under construction.
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